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www.iot-holland.com



Every minute of every day,Every minute of every day,
someone puts their trust in us!someone puts their trust in us!

ALWAYS AT YOUR SERVICEALWAYS AT YOUR SERVICE
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QUALITY AND HSEQUALITY AND HSE
Quality, health, safety, and environment are core elements of IOT Holland. Nothing is more important than theQuality, health, safety, and environment are core elements of IOT Holland. Nothing is more important than the
health and safety of our employees, clients, partners, and suppliers. We do our utmost in our daily work tohealth and safety of our employees, clients, partners, and suppliers. We do our utmost in our daily work to
minimise risks for both our personnel and the environment in which we operate. IOT Holland will alwaysminimise risks for both our personnel and the environment in which we operate. IOT Holland will always
comply with all applicable legislation, regulation, standards, and protocols.comply with all applicable legislation, regulation, standards, and protocols.
IOT Holland has a certified ISO 9001 Quality Management System. We report deviations and complaints toIOT Holland has a certified ISO 9001 Quality Management System. We report deviations and complaints to
continuously improve our processes, products, and services to meet or exceed regulatory requirements andcontinuously improve our processes, products, and services to meet or exceed regulatory requirements and
customer expectations.customer expectations.
We also have a fast-growing inventory. All our equipment is manufactured by approved global vendors, inWe also have a fast-growing inventory. All our equipment is manufactured by approved global vendors, in
accordance with the highest industry standard and inspected at the same level.accordance with the highest industry standard and inspected at the same level.
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HISTORY & FUTUREHISTORY & FUTURE
IOT Holland is an international service organisation within the drilling industry
that started as DOSCO B.V. back in 1992. In 2008, we became a part of the IOT
Group and changed our name to IOT Holland. 
IOT Holland is part of the IOT Group, which has worldwide hubs in the energy
sector. With products and services ranging from drilling equipment to fishing
tools, IOT Holland is capable of serving our customers all over the world from
our operational centre.
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OUR VALUESOUR VALUES

  RELIABLERELIABLE
PROACTIVEPROACTIVE

RESPONSIVERESPONSIVE

OUR VISION & VALUESOUR VISION & VALUES
IOT Holland has an ambitious vision going forward: being always at your service! This commitment entails
delivering products and services that exceed customers' expectations regarding quality, level of service, and
delivery precision. And most importantly, all of this without compromises.
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Drill Pipe / HWDP / DrillDrill Pipe / HWDP / Drill
Collars / TubingCollars / Tubing
Jars / AcceleratorsJars / Accelerators
Shock ToolsShock Tools
Handling Joints / X-overHandling Joints / X-over
SubsSubs
Float Subs / CirculatingFloat Subs / Circulating
SubsSubs
NMDCs / StabilizersNMDCs / Stabilizers
Cup TestersCup Testers
Handling ToolsHandling Tools
Downhole Drilling ToolsDownhole Drilling Tools
Pressure ControlPressure Control
EquipmentEquipment
Safety ValvesSafety Valves

Coring ServicesCoring Services
Make & Break ServicesMake & Break Services
Pressure TestingPressure Testing
Inspection and RepairInspection and Repair
Jar Function TestingJar Function Testing

PRODUCTSPRODUCTS SERVICESSERVICES
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IOT Holland has a wide range of drilling tools that meet the highest qualityIOT Holland has a wide range of drilling tools that meet the highest quality
standards. Our services include rental of drilling tubulars, well-test strings andstandards. Our services include rental of drilling tubulars, well-test strings and
related accessories, pressure control equipment and various downhole drillingrelated accessories, pressure control equipment and various downhole drilling
tools. IOT Holland also performs Downhole Tools Services, Pressure Testing andtools. IOT Holland also performs Downhole Tools Services, Pressure Testing and
onshore Make & Break Services.onshore Make & Break Services.

This list contains a general overview of our offer.This list contains a general overview of our offer.
While every effort has been made to ensure this catalogue is as comprehensive as possible, theWhile every effort has been made to ensure this catalogue is as comprehensive as possible, the
product, service, or supply you require may be available but not listed. If you are in doubt, pleaseproduct, service, or supply you require may be available but not listed. If you are in doubt, please

enquire.enquire.
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Recovery CradlesRecovery Cradles
Gamma RayGamma Ray
Core Measurement and variousCore Measurement and various
Cutting ServicesCutting Services
Well to Lab or Lab to WellWell to Lab or Lab to Well
SolutionsSolutions
Core PlugsCore Plugs
DNADNA
Core Preservation &Core Preservation &
StabilizationStabilization
TransportTransport
PhotographyPhotography
Distinct Transport andDistinct Transport and
ContainersContainers

HANDLINGHANDLING
Conventional CoringConventional Coring
Long BarrelLong Barrel
Oriented CoringOriented Coring
Motor CoringMotor Coring
HPHTHPHT
Automatic Drop BallAutomatic Drop Ball
System (ADBS)System (ADBS)
Full Closing System (FCS)Full Closing System (FCS)
Gas Trapping SolutionGas Trapping Solution
Corrosion IdentificationCorrosion Identification  
Core Sizes: 2-5/8”, 4”, 5-Core Sizes: 2-5/8”, 4”, 5-
1/4”1/4”
Complete Coring DrillstringComplete Coring Drillstring
/ BHA Provider/ BHA Provider

SERVICESSERVICES
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Our team knows that you need the most cost-efficient and high-performingOur team knows that you need the most cost-efficient and high-performing
coring operation with minimal downtime to help ensure your goals andcoring operation with minimal downtime to help ensure your goals and
objectives are met. For that reason, we combine in-depth pre-job planning withobjectives are met. For that reason, we combine in-depth pre-job planning with
our customers to choose the right coring system.our customers to choose the right coring system.
With our dedicated warehouse next to the main operational centre, we are ableWith our dedicated warehouse next to the main operational centre, we are able
to handle all of our clients, from national to international, at any day of the weekto handle all of our clients, from national to international, at any day of the week
and any minute of the day.and any minute of the day.
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Since day one, IOT Holland has charged ahead to innovate the way we work and operate to give our customers
the reliable service they expect. An on-demand supply service that is defined by its fast delivery, competitive
pricing, and customer focus. With the amount of brands and different products, we are confident that your
requirements can be met.

You name it, we supply it!

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIESEQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Communication equipment
Drilling equipment
Electrical
Filters
Firefighting, Rescue and Safety
Equipment
Hoses and Couplings
HVAC and Refrigeration
Hydraulics
Kitchen Galley, Laundry and
Sanitary Equipment
Lighting
Lubricants and Greases
Material Handling and Rigging
Equipment

Miscellaneous
MRO Supplies
Pipe, Valve and Fittings
Power Transmission
Process Instrumentation
Pumps, Compressors and
Generators
Tools
Water and Wastewater Treatment
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This list contains a general overview of our offer.This list contains a general overview of our offer.
While every effort has been made to ensure this catalogue is asWhile every effort has been made to ensure this catalogue is as
comprehensive as possible, the product, service or supply youcomprehensive as possible, the product, service or supply you

require may be available but not listed. If you are in doubt, pleaserequire may be available but not listed. If you are in doubt, please
inquire.inquire.



Catch Fishing Services is a company that specializes in fishing and milling rentals and solutions for well
interventions.

Open and Cased Hole Fishing
Through years of experience, intensive training and
quality leadership the Catch Fishing personnel are
downhole experts. They know the latest tools and
techniques for open and cased hole operations.

Casing Cutting
The Pipe Cutter is designed to operate efficiently in
severe torque conditions, and it is equipped with a
Flo-Tel decive, which indicates to the operator that
the cut has been made.

Milling
Catch and Fishing have a large inventory of standard
mills for any milling requirement. Their range
includes Junk, Taper, String Taper, Pilot, Skirted,
Cement and Viper Mills.

Viper Cutting Technology
The Viper tungsten carbide inserts have proven
highly successful. This type of performances saves
rig time and enhances the performance of the job.
Use these inserts on packer milling tools, casing
mills, whipstock mills and section mills.

Packer Milling and Retrieving
With the exclusive Packer Milling Tool many clients
have saved significant time and costs. We attribute
this success to the quality of the Tungsten Carbide.

Section Milling
Catch Fishing Services utilises the latest advanced
Milling Technology, as well as allowing the highest
pump rates in the industry. Under normal downhole
conditions these two features will allow high casing
removal rates. With the high flow rates achievable
using our tool coupled with a good mud system,
cuttings can reliable be lifted to surface.

Oil Tools Rentals
If you need a tool/product that is not in Catch
Fishing’s product range, an enquiry can be sent so a
quote can be done.

Custom Made Tools
If a customer has a special need, Catch Fishing does
their best to make it happen, making a custom made
design.

FISHING SERVICESFISHING SERVICES
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SPECIAL DRILLING TOOLSSPECIAL DRILLING TOOLS

Dynomax supplies leading performance drilling products engineerd for the Oil & Gas industry.Dynomax supplies leading performance drilling products engineerd for the Oil & Gas industry.
Dynomax provides high value products for vertical, directional and horizontal drilling operationsDynomax provides high value products for vertical, directional and horizontal drilling operations
worldwide.worldwide.

Mud MotorsMud Motors
Shock ToolsShock Tools
Drilling JarsDrilling Jars
Slide ReamersSlide Reamers
Regulator SubsRegulator Subs

NeoTork designes and manufactures innovative drilling techniques that manage torque andNeoTork designes and manufactures innovative drilling techniques that manage torque and
vibrations downhole by focusing on drillbit depth of cut. Their products deliver improvedvibrations downhole by focusing on drillbit depth of cut. Their products deliver improved
efficiency, profitability, and safety of operations for all drilling projects globally, especiallyefficiency, profitability, and safety of operations for all drilling projects globally, especially
complex applications.complex applications.

Innovative and engineeringInnovative and engineering
Patented, responsive cabling designPatented, responsive cabling design
Immediate, significant benefits for your jobImmediate, significant benefits for your job
Designed and supported by expertsDesigned and supported by experts
International benefits, local support and serviceInternational benefits, local support and service
Easy to useEasy to use

Top assembly

Bottom assembly
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Double Acting Hydraulic Jar (HJDA)Double Acting Hydraulic Jar (HJDA)

For reliable defense against stuck drillstrings in highly deviated or high-friction wells, theFor reliable defense against stuck drillstrings in highly deviated or high-friction wells, the
Wenzel HJDA offers sturdy and powerful hydraulic, bidirectional action.Wenzel HJDA offers sturdy and powerful hydraulic, bidirectional action.

Twin metering valvesTwin metering valves
The Wenzel HJDA is a purely hydraulic bidirectional drilling jar that allows the operator toThe Wenzel HJDA is a purely hydraulic bidirectional drilling jar that allows the operator to
apply variable impact in both the up and down directions - unaffected by left of right handapply variable impact in both the up and down directions - unaffected by left of right hand
torque.torque.

Because of the HJDA’s latch free design, the range of jar placement options increasesBecause of the HJDA’s latch free design, the range of jar placement options increases
significantly. The HJDA can be used in tension or compression, and is an excellent optionsignificantly. The HJDA can be used in tension or compression, and is an excellent option
when available force is not sufficient to jar down with conventional HMJ drilling jars.when available force is not sufficient to jar down with conventional HMJ drilling jars.

Hydraulic Jar AcceleratorsHydraulic Jar Accelerators

Optimize your jarring stroke with a Wenzel jar accelerator; they ensure smooth impactfulOptimize your jarring stroke with a Wenzel jar accelerator; they ensure smooth impactful
jarring strokes regardless of well depth and deviation.jarring strokes regardless of well depth and deviation.
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At Wenzel, the downhole tools and service are born out of the customer’s specific needs.At Wenzel, the downhole tools and service are born out of the customer’s specific needs.
Wenzel takes pride in their work and your success.Wenzel takes pride in their work and your success.

Accelerators supplement insufficient drill pipe stretch during jarring operations, which canAccelerators supplement insufficient drill pipe stretch during jarring operations, which can
occur in very shallow holes. They are also recommended for use in extended reach oroccur in very shallow holes. They are also recommended for use in extended reach or
deviated wells where jar performance could suffer due to hold drag. Wenzel accelerators candeviated wells where jar performance could suffer due to hold drag. Wenzel accelerators can
also prevent shock waves and other vibrations from travelling up the drill string, protectingalso prevent shock waves and other vibrations from travelling up the drill string, protecting
your assets in a way similar to that of our shock tool. The operation of our accelerators isyour assets in a way similar to that of our shock tool. The operation of our accelerators is
independent of fluid circulation, and full torque can be transmitted through the tools.independent of fluid circulation, and full torque can be transmitted through the tools.



> Iraq
> Middle East
> Malaysia

> Netherlands
> Norway
> Romania

> Ghana
> South Africa

> Australia
> New Zealand

Boekel 36, 1921 CE Akersloot +31 725 333 222
The Netherlands

www.iot-holland.com infonl@iotgroup.com

IOT GROUP INTERNATIONAL

The broad experience of IOT Group’s staff and our flexible attitude ensure that all our customers
get best economic and technical solution. Thanks to the global nature of our business and our
many years working in international markets, IOT Group has gained considerable knowledge of
most aspects of export documentation, regulations and procedures, which in turn guarantees total
customer satisfaction.


